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For those who haven’t heard yet or only read / listen to mainstream media, the climate
crime – and there is no other term for it – has taken a new turn for the worse. On June 30,
the Finnish Minister for Economic Affairs, Mr. Vilhelm Junnila, had to resign over his “climate
abortion” speech.

Some four  years  ago,  as  a  Parliamentary Freshman,  Mr.  Junnila,  recommended to  the
Finnish Parliament that his country sponsor “climate abortions” for African women in order
to save the planet. Yes, you read correctly: climate abortions.

He complemented his quest by saying,

“It  would  be  justified  for  Finland  to  shoulder  its  responsibility  by  promoting  climate
abortions,” and semi-jokingly added, “Climate abortion would be a small step for a
person, but a giant leap for humanity.”

This  4-year-old  speech  surfaced  as  “eco-fascism”  takes  ever  more  extreme  forms
throughout Europe.

For full article, see this.

Since the publication of the World Economic Forum’s (WEF) Great Reset and its parallel UN
Agenda 2030, it is no longer a secret that the Decade of the 2020-30 is not only called by
WHO, “The Decade of Vaccination”, it is an unbelievably horrendous plan for humanity.
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Among the prime targets it includes massive population reduction, by any means possible,
including,  coerced  and  WHO-mandated  lethal  “vaccinations”,  forced  sterilization,  wars,
manufactured famine – and a myriad of other human-killing means.

In addition, there is also WEF-invented technocratic “4th Industrial Revolution”. Unless you
read Klaus Schwab’s, WEF CEO, book on the topic, you may not quite understand what it
means. However, grasping its contents brings to the fore total digitization of everything,
including transforming surviving humans into transhumans with the help of the deadly 5G
ultra-microwaves, full digitization of money via a novel concept of programmable Central
Bank  Digital  Currency  (CBDC)  which  –  you  guessed it  –  by  a  digital  process  may be
programmed to be turned on and off according to the controlling elite’s will.

CBDC would become the ultimate form of enslaving humanity: You behave or you don’t eat.

Depopulation can take many forms. One of the most cruel and criminal ones we have
experienced during the last two and a half years, is coerced and often forced “vaccination”
with a potentially deadly, poisonous jab.

The  miraculous  disease  for  which  the  killer  vaxx  was  invented,  started  worldwide,  at
midnight on 31 December 2019, in the form of a so-called “deadly” viral outbreak, called
“coronavirus”, later converted to SARS-COV-2, named after a similar outbreak in China in
2001 / 2002, strangely affecting then only the Chinese genome, suspiciously smelling like a
test case.

To deviate from this inconvenient thought, WHO retitled the “viral outbreak” a few weeks
later  as  “COVID-19”.  The  coronavirus,  alias  COVID-19,  is  scientifically  tested  about
equivalent  to  the  common  flu  virus,  with  a  mortality  rate  of  0.07%.

We all  remember,  the first  year they apparently were desperately looking for  a “vaccine”.
Eventually, an intentionally totally untested trial “vaccine” was rolled out in December 2020.

During this first year of Covid, people were kept in absolute fear, under lockdown, wearing
dehumanizing, useless and oxygen-depriving face-masks, rules enforced by a corrupted
media propaganda, which was paid hundreds of billions worldwide – if not more – to have 8
billion people around the globe comply with these absurd and utterly inhuman orders.

To sustain the fear level, almost every death – accidents, heart attacks, diabetes, you name
it – were declared as Covid deaths, thereby rapidly and massively increasing worldwide
statistics of Covid deaths, with a debilitating fear-level exponentially going through the roof.

This may have been one of the first indications that a diabolical cult led by Big Finance may
be behind this civilization-altering, if not civilization-killing, Reset plan.

Then came the forced, coerced and blackmailed poisonous injections they told the scared-
to-death population would save them from Covid death.

In the meantime, the fraud and crime of our civilization is being uncovered, the deadly
substances in  the so-called “vaxxes”  are  discovered.  Of  the about  5  billion worldwide
“vaccinated”  people,  at  least  hundreds  of  millions  if  not  in  the  billions,  have  already
perished from the vaxes.
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And that is just the beginning. According to Pfizer’s VP and Chief Scientist, Michael Yeadon,
the real impact of the fake vaxxes, including massive dying, may begin only three to ten
years after  “vaccination”,  and may then be difficult  to  trace back to the “vaxxes”.  That  is
genocidal depopulation.

The Finnish Mr.  Junnila’s  proposal  of  forcefully  aborting African women is  just  a minor
contribution to this criminal agenda.

These are proven facts for genocide by “vaccination”. See this and this.

*

Back to the Finnish Minister of Economy who had to resign, especially after the Finnish
President, Sauli Niinisto, described the situation as “very embarrassing.” The head of the
Finnish People’s Party praised Junnila’s decision to step down.

Mr. Junnila himself never apologized.

Mr.  Junnila was sworn in as Minister of  Economy only on 27 June 2023. That is  when
Euronews reported immediately on the 2019 event which was dubbed, “who’s-who of neo-
Nazis in Finland.”

What happens in Finland is, indeed, only the straw that points in the direction of a rapidly
mounting racist and neo-Nazi movement in Europe, and by extension in the Western world.

What  is  more  important  though,  is  that  different  lie  and  fraud  agendas  are  being  used,
always with the multi-billion-dollar false media propaganda, to reduce the world population
and achieve the ultimate goals of the Great Reset cum UN Agenda 2030.

One of them is the fake climate agenda. It is ideal to bring about famine especially to the
poor in the Global South, but the west or Global North will not be spared, as we can see with
the Dutch Mark Rutte Government – which intends to eliminate one third of The Netherlands
farms, the country’s lifeblood.

Not to forget, little Holland is the second largest agricultural produce and goods exporter in
the world (just after the US); and Mark Rutte is a scholar of the WEF’s Academy for Young
Global Leaders (YGL), of whom Klaus Schwab has repeatedly said, paraphrased, “We are
proud having been able to infiltrate our YGL’s in governments around the world.”

In  the  European  Union  virtually  all  of  the  leaders  of  the  27  member  countries  are
“graduates” of the WEF’s YGL program. Talk about “democratic elections”!

Madame Ursula Von der Leyen, the unelected President of the European Commission (EC),
who literally calls the shots on all major decisions for the EU, is on the WEF’s Board of
Trustees.

Creating artificial food shortages, or replacing natural food by “insect food”, as propagated
by felonious Bill Gates – largest private landowner in the US – goes in the same direction.
Maybe he expects  that  the 5G-mind-manipulated transhumans won’t  notice  the difference
between an insect-steak and a beefsteak.

What former Minister of Economy, Mr. Junnila, advocated for African women to save the
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planet from “climate disaster” by having abortions, is just open bigotry, as compared to Bill
Gates’s crimes.  With the support  of  WHO, Gates has been vaccinating for years child-
bearing  age  African  women  against  “tetanus”  with  a  concoction  that  brings  about
miscarriages, death and sterility in several African nations, as well as in India, Bangladesh
and other Asian countries.

Finland, the newly approved NATO country,  already uses coercion vis-à-vis African
countries who support Russia in the Western-initiated Ukraine war. The Foreign Trade and
Development Minister, Ville Tavio, threatened Africa to cut development aid to them if they
support Russia in the Western-sponsored war. See this.

From here to threatening Africa with depriving them of Western foreign aid if they do not
introduce women-sterilizing programs, it is but a small step. Of course, to save the climate.
Because if Africa has less “useless eaters”, to use a familiar term often spewed out by WEF’s
Israeli professor Harari, leaves more food for the One World Order (OWO) elite.

The Climate Crime no End,  is  an endlessly  turning wheel  towards decimating world
population and achieving the diabolical goals of the wannabe OWO’s Great Reset and the
corrupted UN’s Agenda 2030.

Only, We the People, can stop it, by waking up and seeing the Light, the all-encompassing
and immeasurable Light of Peaceful Cohabitation.

*
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and  subscribe  to  our  Telegram Channel.  Feel  free  to  repost  and  share  widely  Global
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